
 Discography

This chronological discography is designed to satisfy the needs of  both the serious 
collector as well as the casual listener. 

The sections are: 
	 	 Commercial Recordings
	 	 Non-Commercial Recordings 
	 	 LP Reference
	 	 Index
	 	 CD Index
This first major section of  the discography includes commercial recordings 

made on “shellacs” (nominally 78rpm records) from 1914 until 1949. The 
discography’s three-digit index number is followed by the name of  the opera 
(upper-case) or the name of  the song. (These numbers are no longer in exact 
order; much current research has revealed different dates, etc. and this updated 
discography reflects this.) Then the aria or song and the composer. The next data 
are the matrix, followed by catalogue numbers and the LP reference. (The word 
“matrix” means the original master made from the hot-wax disc on which the 
original sound was recorded.)

The numbers that follow “LP:” refer to the LP Index found at the end of  
listings (both commercial and non-commercial). 

Unless otherwise stated, all entries are sung in German.
A word about original speeds of  the 78s recorded before 1931. The well-

known discographer William Moran has pointed out the fact that no written 
record was kept of  the speeds used in early recordings. “A deviation in speed of  4 
revolutions per minute (rpm) changes the pitch (and thus the key) by one-half  
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tone. Not only is the pitch incorrect…but…the tone and quality of  the voice is 
distorted,” writes Mr. Moran in Nellie Melba: A Contemporary Review. The speed of  
Lehmann 78rpm recordings varies from 72–87rpm. The careful listener can 
compare the recording against the published key. (See the chapter “Early 
Recordings.”)

This Lehmann commercial discography is based on that of  Floris Juynboll, 
which appeared in the March 1985 Stimmen die um die Welt gingen magazine. With 
the publication of  Lotte Lehmann: A Centenary Biography by Alan Jefferson, Juynboll 
considerably altered and expanded his original publication (especially the listing of  
commercial recordings). I refer to his data as “J.” in both the commercial and non-
commercial sections. There is also the German-language publication of  Jefferson’s 
biography which has an amended Lehmann discography by Juynboll, published 
by Schweizer Verlagshaus, Zürich, in 1991. When additions or corrections seemed 
warranted, they have also been included in the present discography.

The Lehmann discography by H. P. Court, updated by Clyde Key, was also 
helpful. Many thanks to the others who helped: William Moran, who gave me 
basic instruction and format advice as well as data; Mark Obert-Thorn, Alan 
Kelly, England; R. Peter Munves, of  CBS; Edwin Matthias of  the Library of  
Congress; Robert Kenselaar of  the Rodgers & Hammerstein Archive; Elisa 
Schokoff  of  the Museum of  Broadcasting; Jerry Minkoff, researcher, and editor; 
Joseph Pearce and Harold Huber, private collectors; Manfred Miethe for the 
German proofreading; Katsuumi Niwa, Frank Manhold, and Paul Glassman; 
Dixon Smith, for computer aid; and Frances Holden, Dan Jacobson, Martin 
Silver, Jim Stenger, Judy Sutcliffe, and Christian Brun in Santa Barbara.

After the Commercial Discography, you’ll find the Non-Commercial 
Discography. This section continues to grow with discoveries of  new “live” 
Lehmann recordings. The three-digit numbering begun in the Commercial 
Discography continues. This is useful when using the Index which references both 
the Commercial and Non-Commercial Discographies. There are often random 
CD references in both of  them.  

The Index that follows the LP Reference is complete: arias, Lieder, and 
master classes are all included. The same three-digit number applies.
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The CD Index that follows is divided: Die Walküre ; Der Rosenkavalier; the 
Opera Arias; the Lieder; the Opera Aria and Lieder Potpourris, and finally the 
Miscellaneous CDs. You’ll find the same three-digit numbers used in the 
Commercial and Non-Commercial Discographies referenced in the CD Index. 
The Potpourri CDs listed above have gained in importance with the recent 
Marston Records release of  Lehmann’s acoustic recordings and her electric ones 
made for Odeon in Berlin.
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An almost-candid shot of the three after a Der Rosenkavalier 
performance. Lehmann is holding on to conductor Artur 

Rodzinsky and Grete Stuckold, as Octavian, is trying to strike a 
masculine pose. 



For her 1935 Victor recordings of  Lieder, Lehmann composed a poem for 
inclusion in the 5-disc set.

Bridge to Eternity
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Du, für den Augenblick geboren, You, who for a moment’s span were made,
Gesang, Wort, Instrumentaton, Song, word, and evanescent tone,
Bist nicht für immerdar verloren, Are not lost forever in the shade,
Entschwindend im Entstehen schon! In mystic darkness of a source unknown.

Die Technik hat dich kühn entrissen Boldly snatched from time’s remorseless 
flight,

Dem schnellen Flug der flücht’gen Zeit By new-found might of Science held in 
place.

Und bannte dich in tiefem Wissen You live, enchanted, in the glorious light
In eine schöne Ewigkeit Of immemorial and eternal space.

Wie wunderbar ist es, zu denken, Oh wondrous force! How strange it is to 
think

Dass es dem Menschengeist gelang Than man’s unfathomed genius can prolong

Auf’s Neue stets der Welt zu schenken, The fragile chain that holds from Lethe’s 
brink

Was überströmend einst die Seele sang! The fleeing beauty of a moment’s song.
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On this and the following pages you’ll find recording work sheets from the 1940s 
of  Lehmann recordings for Columbia. The rather casual nature of  the whole 
endeavor, the many changes that were made, the references to royalties to be paid 
(or not), and of  course the technical information about the matrix or catalog 
numbers is all fascinating to observe.
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